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BACKGROUND
Expanded Learning is a model of education that complements the traditional school day to provide kids of all ages with
quality academic enrichment and development opportunities in the out-of-school time (OST) hours, mainly after school
and during the summer.
Expanded learning uses partnerships with community-based organizations to go beyond “more of the same” classroom
instruction and embrace kids’ natural inclinations for fun and time to play, often giving experiential learners spaces to
thrive. Programs include personalized arts and cultural learning, health education and physical activity, life skills and social
development, and “hands on” science and technology to build upon instruction taught during the school day.
Research has shown that an expanded learning approach results in greater student achievement, participation and health
outcomes, especially for “at-risk” students (see next page, “Outcomes of Expanded Learning”). This issue brief outlines
the role expanded learning plays in closing the opportunity and achievement gap, the outcomes of participation in
expanded learning, and the areas of need in the District.

THE OPPORTUNITY & ACHIEVEMENT GAP
Expanded learning opportunities, taken together with
the traditional school day, comprise a “whole child”
approach to education. This takes into account the
considerable amount of time in a child’s life spent
outside of the classroom in a multitude of spaces
where learning also happens.
A child who has had regular access to OST learning
opportunities and pre-school typically begins middle
school with about 12,500 total hours of learning
under their belt (see figure). While this is the norm for
children in middle and higher-income families, for kids
born into poverty, learning opportunities beyond the
traditional school day are not easily accessed.
Nationally, the gap in expanded learning participation
between low-income 6 to 11-year-olds and their non
low-income peers was 27 percentage points in
2011/2012.1 These children are typically beginning 6th
grade with only about 60% of the learning hours
afforded their higher income peers, missing out on
some 4,000 hours of out-of-school time learning.2

Whole Child Education: Learning In and Out of School

Source: Adapted from ExpandED Schools, “The 6,000 Hour Learning Gap” (October 2013).
K-5th grade classroom hours are based on calculations of a 6-hour school day, 180-day year.

Expanded learning benefits all children. However, without smart investments from government, philanthropy and
education systems, the kids who stand to benefit the most will continue to lag behind their upper income peers in
participation, with significant outcomes at stake.
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Child Trends, Participation in Out-of-School Time Activities and Programs (March 2014).
This gap is even greater when pre-school, which is also a challenge for low-income families to access, is included. ExpandED Schools includes pre-school and OST in their “6,000 Hour Learning Gap”.
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OUTCOMES OF EXPANDED LEARNING
A growing body of research demonstrates that it takes more than the classroom experience to create engaged and educated children
3
and youth. Quality programs with a youth development focus show positive impacts on kids’ social and emotional development and
overall health, and research shows that the greatest gains from these outcomes are shown to be for youth who are considered “at risk”
4
of academic failure due to poverty.

Academic Performance: Expanded learning helps kids

Attendance & Participation: Expanded learning helps kids

increase test scores and get better grades in school.

stay in school and bring essential skills to the classroom.

 Students who participate in expanded learning programs hold gains in
academic assessment scores and continue to increase them, especially in
mathematics and reading.5, 6
 Elementary students who participate in afterschool programs have been
found to earn significantly higher grades in school subjects, especially
social studies.7
 Summer learning is uniquely beneficial as it helps prevent the “summer
slide” with quality programming to help students retain and enhance
academic and social gains made during the school year.8

 Students in expanded learning programs are more likely to participate in
class, finish their homework, be motivated to learn, and have a better
attitude toward school.9

Social & Emotional Development: Expanded learning

Fitness & Wellness: Expanded learning helps instill physical,

uniquely contributes to kids’ positive growth and success in life.
 Urban afterschool programs are found to significantly impact the social
developmental needs of youth, including the negotiation of complex social
settings and integration of multiple social identities into one.12
 Studies show the relational climate of afterschool settings is found to
significantly inform youth perceptions of and relations to adult authority,
with mutual respect emerging as an influential concept.13
 Expanded learning students gain “soft skills” needed for navigating an
increasingly competitive and technological workforce through career
exploration, apprenticeships and mentorship.14

 Students who participate in afterschool programs are shown to be
significantly less truant during the school day than students in the same
district who are not in an afterschool program.10
 Students in expanded learning programs are significantly more likely to stay
in school, graduate and go on to further education.11

mental and behavioral habits for kids to lead a healthy life.
 Afterschool programs which provide team sports have shown statistically
significant reductions among participants of body mass index (an indicator
of risk for obesity and chronic disease later in life), as well as increased
fitness levels measured through running tests.15
 Youth who participated in afterschool have been found to be significantly
more likely over time to experience reduced obesity.16
 Multiple studies have shown that students in expanded learning benefit
significantly from a range of “prevention” outcomes over time, including
reductions in teen pregnancies, risky sexual behavior, incidences of juvenile
crime, and drug/alcohol use and exposure.17

THE NEED IN DC
In DC, more than 40,000 students in the District of Columbia Public Schools and our public charter schools are considered to be “at
18
risk” of academic failure due to poverty. We have the greatest achievement gap in the nation across racial and ethnic income
indicators. Yet the District continues to surpass any state in its overall shortage of afterschool opportunities. The Afterschool Alliance
estimates that more than 70% of our kids in grades K through 8 would participate in an
Further Reading
afterschool program if one were available to them, and the same report suggests that 21% of kids
DCAYA’s #ExpandLearningDC report offers
in grades 6 through 8 in DC were regularly alone and unsupervised between 3 and 6pm during the
further discussion about ensuring access
19
to quality afterschool and summer
school week in 2014. At the same time, parents with kids in afterschool are able to have more
learning opportunities for all DC students.
20
stability at work, an especially desirable benefit among low-income and single-parent families.
Please visit bit.ly/expandlearningdcreport
to download the report and other

Shortages in access are compounded by differences in family incomes throughout DC. Research
resources, including a program quality
checklist, and fact sheets about out-ofhas shown that on their own, low-income families are discernibly prevented by economic hardship
school time for each ward in the District.
21
from providing out-of-school time enrichment opportunities to their kids. Quality enrichment
learning – and the healthy, developmental life habits that result from it – will remain out of reach for many of DC’s kids without the
publicly-funded, community-based OST interventions offered through expanded learning.
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